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What is The NASA Conspiracies about?



Have astronauts seen UFOs in space?



Were the Apollo Moon‐landings really faked?



Is the so‐called Face on Mars evidence that Mars was once inhabited by a long‐
extinct Martian civilization?



What does NASA publicly say about the UFO subject and the Face on Mars?



Is NASA guilty of hiding the truth about UFO visitations to the Earth?



What is the story behind British computer‐hacker Gary McKinnon’s attempts to
hack into NASA’s computers for evidence of UFOs and alien life?



What is the link between NASA and the famous UFO crash at Roswell, NM in 1947?



Does NASA have evidence that there might be outbreaks of lethal alien viruses on
Earth in the future?



What is the truth about NASA’s role in a reported UFO crash in Bolivia in 1978?



Is it true that the Gemini and Apollo astronauts saw UFOs in space?



Apollo astronaut Edgar Mitchell has made a lot of positive comments about UFOs
and government secrecy. Can you tell us about that?



Astronaut Gordon Cooper was one of the most respected astronauts of the U.S.
space program. What did he have to say about UFOs and his own encounters?



Why do you think NASA is hiding the truth about UFOs?



Is it true that NASA is working with the Vatican to prepare the general public for an
announcement that UFOs are real and aliens exist?



What are the facts concerning how and why NASA was reportedly implicated in the
crash of a UFO in 1965 at Kecksburg, Pennsylvania?



Has NASA been censoring photographs taken of UFOs in outer‐space?



What is the nature of the conspiracy theories that have developed concerning the
Space Shuttle disasters of 1986 and 2003?



Will NASA one day tell the full story about its knowledge of aliens and UFOs?



How do you think NASA will respond to your book?

